Class: 6 – 3 Joe Root
The Golden Age
Creative Learning Inspires Clever Kids
Our Learning
Literacy:

CLICK:

We are studying a range of stories from
other cultures, looking at the features of

Digital Citizen’. This will

and settings are developed. We will use

teach us how to use the

also going to be having daily grammar
and spelling lessons in preparation for
SATS.

Teacher: Mr Tate

We will be working in maths groups. We

Mrs Cooney and Mrs Troop also

number, problem solving, place value and

are looking at ways of working with
using decimals. We will also be reviewing

Friday

internet effectively and
safely to search for
information which will link
with our topic work.

Numeracy:

My PE days are: Monday &

about how to be a ‘Global

these and learning about how characters
this to inspire our own writing. We are

work in our class.

In Computing we will learn

In our Science we will be
investigating light. In this
we will learn about how

written methods for addition, subtraction,

light travels, shadows and

multiplication and division.

reflection.

My ICT day is: Monday
My ICT day is: Tuesday
You can help us by…

Remembering to send
your child’s PE kit on

Being Creative!

Citizenship
British Values

Creative Arts:

The British Value we will be focussing on

As creative artists, we will:

the correct days;

is Democracy. We will discuss what it

encouraging them to

means to live within a democratic society,

Use drama in exploring our

discussing the rights and responsibilities

literacy texts.

read and learn their
times tables at home
and to complete their
home learning each
week.

we all have within the larger school
community. We will put democracy into
practice when we elect our new school
councillors for this school year.

We will be having a CLICK
inspiration day where we will be
designing and building our own
step pyramid, Mayan headdress
and clay pots and beads.

This Half Term’s Home Learning is:
Children will be sent one piece of Numeracy, one piece of either Reading or Writing and a piece
of grammar or spelling. This will be set on a Friday and needs to be returned by the following
Wednesday.
For your topic home learning, we would like you to either…
1.

Do your own research (using either the internet or books) about Joe Root. This could be presented
as a Power Point presentation, a Word document or a handwritten piece of work.

2.

Create a piece of art inspired by Mayans.

We will share these in final week of this half term! It is expected that this should take a number of hours,
as it is to be completed throughout the half term but children should try to spend about 30 minutes each
week on it.

Children who successfully complete homework will be rewarded in class.

